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 SILVER SCREEN SAVAGES

 Images of Apaches in Motion Pictures

 by

 Janne Lahti

 "The Apaches are warriors without equal. But compared to whites they

 are small in numbers and tomorrow they will be smaller"

 —Tom Jeffords, Broken Arrow

 "You don't see the Apaches, you don't hear them. It's like an act of God

 [when they strike] "

 —Quincey, Chato's Land

 Chased by a fast-riding Tombstone city marshal and his posse, the Chiricahua Apache leader Geronimo and U.S. Army
 lieutenant Charles Gatewood seek cover on a steep mountainside
 and prepare to confront their pursuers. Under orders from Brig.
 Gen. George Crook, Gatewood and his soldiers have been escorting
 Geronimo's band to the San Carlos reservation when the marshal

 closes in, eager to arrest and hang Geronimo for horse thievery and
 the "murder of white citizens." Gatewood and Geronimo stay behind
 as the rest of the Chiricahuas and soldiers push forward toward the
 reservation. Geronimo initiates the action by shooting a water jug
 out of the hands of one his pursuers, just as he prepares to take a
 sip. Then, Geronimo and Gatewood open fire on the Tombstone
 riders. At first, the startled posse struggles to respond, then quickly
 withdraws from an enemy it can barely see. Joking with each other,

 Janne Lahti is an Academy of Finland postdoctoral researcher in general history
 at the University of Helsinki and is currently teaching at the University of Arizona.
 His recent book is Cultural Construction of Empire: The U.S. Army in Arizona and New
 Mexico (University of Nebraska Press).
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 the two unlikely allies, Geronimo and Gatewood, exchange gifts—
 Gatewood's field glasses for Geronimo's turquoise stone—before
 riding off together toward San Carlos.

 This description of the budding friendship between the Apache
 leader and an army lieutenant doesn't come from a history book;
 it's a scene from a 1993 Hollywood movie, Geronimo: An American
 Legend. It is a common observation that Western movies are a
 uniquely American art form that captures the essence of national
 identity—interpreting and commenting on historical and con
 temporary social realities, while creating and enforcing myths and
 visions of frontier America.1 Along with gunfighters, cowboys, and
 settlers, Native Americans play a central role in the iconography of
 the Western. And, of all the native groups, none perhaps occupies
 a more prominent place in movies than the Apaches. From John
 Ford's Stagecoach (1939) to Jon Favreau's Cowboys & Aliens (2011),
 numerous films have projected images of Apaches. John Wayne,
 James Stewart, Gary Cooper, Charlton Heston, Harrison Ford,
 and other Hollywood legends have either fought or befriended
 Apaches on film, while some of Hollywood's most celebrated Anglo
 stars—Burt Lancaster, Rock Hudson, Paul Newman, and Charles

 Bronson—have played Apaches on the silver screen.
 Unquestionably, most Hollywood Westerns tell us more about

 white attitudes and beliefs than they do about Native American cus
 toms and values. On balance, Hollywood's Apache films have been
 made by whites for the consumption of primarily white audiences,
 and thus they cater to white tastes, expectations, and agendas. But,
 while Apaches are most often portrayed as warlike savages, their
 silver screen images are not as one-dimensional as one might think.
 The passage from Geronimo: An American Legend is an obvious case in
 point. And although many film representations, particularly from
 the 1950s, may seem culturally insensitive to critical modern viewers,
 a handful of films have attempted to sympathize with the Apaches,
 understand their culture, and explain their motives. That said, it is
 plainly evident that scenes such as the one depicting intercultural
 friendship in Geronimo: An American Legend are more an exception
 than the rule. The predominant on-screen image portrays the
 Apaches as a potent warrior people—brutal guerrilla fighters who
 pose a serious, but not insurmountable, threat to white settlers and
 soldiers. As film scholar Angela Aleiss points out, Indian characters
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 in movies have generally evolved in cyclical, rather than linear, pat
 terns.2 This is certainly true of Apaches, whose path from savage
 warriors to complex human beings has been peppered with twists
 and turns. And while Apache portrayals obviously reflect the view
 points of individual (Anglo) directors and writers, it is also important
 to keep in mind that these directors and writers are responding to
 the larger social developments of their time—WWII, the Cold War,
 and the youth movement of the 1960s and 1970s—and that this
 larger social context also has influenced how Apaches have been
 portrayed on the big screen.3

 Historically, Apaches are a congregation of indigenous groups
 that migrated to the present-day Southwest sometime before the
 1600s. In the 1800s, their multilayered society was built upon
 extended families, bands, clans, and groups sharing a similar cul
 ture and language, but with no overarching political authority or
 common social sphere. The Jicarilla, Mescalero, Chiricahua, Lipan,
 and Western Apaches constituted the main political divisions at
 that time. Their raiding-trading economy, in conjunction with resis
 tance to Comanche, Spanish, and United States invasions, made
 uncertainty and violence the trademarks of Apache existence. Still,
 not all Apache groups practiced extensive raiding. Many derived
 a significant portion of their subsistence from hunting, gathering,
 and farming. Apache-Anglo relations deteriorated from the 1850s
 onward, as more whites moved into the Apache heartland. That
 these newcomers often viewed the Apaches as racial inferiors,
 blocking the advance of civilization, only served to intensify the
 conflict for living space. A deadly cycle of Apache raids and military
 campaigns resulted in the confinement of native people on reser
 vations, the loss of Apache sovereignty, poverty, and government
 attacks on tribal culture.4

 The motion-picture image of Apaches is frozen in time dur
 ing the second half of the nineteenth century, when the U.S. Army
 battled several Apache groups for control of the American South
 west. Although the armed struggle offers an abundance of thrilling,
 dramatic, and even heartbreaking material, motion pictures have
 generally kept their distance from the historical record, preferring
 instead to take considerable artistic liberty in depicting the lives of
 Cochise, Victorio, Geronimo, and other famous Apache leaders.
 Nonetheless, the basic Apaches-as-a-threat-to-U.S.-expansion film
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 formula essentially reflects the attitudes and views of nineteenth
 century whites (civilian and military) who felt threatened by Apache
 independence and military power.5

 The film that put the Apaches on the celluloid landscape
 contains only a single scene depicting native warriors. This is
 John Ford's much-acclaimed Stagecoach (1939), a powerful drama
 involving of a set of travelers—a prostitute, an outlaw, a sheriff, an
 army wife, a southern gambler, a banker, a doctor, a salesman, and
 the stage driver—who, in their various ways, epitomize American
 society. During their journey from the fictional town of Tonto to
 Lordsburg, they meet pretty much everything life has to offer—
 death, love, child birth, suspicion, camaraderie and the lowering
 of class barriers, fear, loathing, uncertainty, perseverance, courage,
 and the discovery of inner peace. They also encounter Apaches,
 represented in the film as obstacles to civilization. The very first
 scene shows two fast-riding scouts reining up at an army camp with
 news that Apaches have burnt "every ranch building in sight." At
 the same time, a telegraph message arrives from Lordsburg with just
 one word, "Geronimo," before the lines go dead. Although almost
 completely invisible for rest of the movie, the Apaches loom as an
 ever-present threat while the dramatic narrative runs its course.

 But the Apaches in Stagecoach represent more than just the
 savage danger present in frontier history, they also substitute for
 the rising threat of fascism and communism in the 1930s. The
 need to take a firm stance against the political extremism of the
 day may pardy explain why Stagecoach exhibits little inclination to
 find any kind of middle ground in its portrayal of the enemy. By
 not discussing motives, society, and culture, the film converts the
 Apaches into a faceless threat and something approaching a force of
 nature. Anxiety and worry increase among the travelers until its final
 release near their journey's end. In what has become a classic scene,
 blood-thirsty Apache warriors gaze on the vulnerable stagecoach
 before launching their ferocious attack. The ensuing fight to the
 death represents a metaphorical challenge to American character.
 Desperate, wounded, and short of ammunition, the passengers teeter
 on the brink of defeat. Their situation is so grim that the southern
 gentleman prepares to use his final bullet to shoot the army wife,
 rather than see her fall into Apache hands. Only the timely arrival of
 the cavalry saves the travelers from capture and death. The Apaches
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 are beaten, and we know that United States and the civilization it
 represents have prevailed. Apaches disappear from the film, and
 thus—by implication—have no place in the civilized world.6

 The heyday of Apache movies—at least in terms of quantity—
 occurred during the decade and a half after the Second World War.
 This was the golden era of Westerns. In 1950, alone, Hollywood
 released 130 Westerns, which amounted to 34 percent of all feature
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 films produced that year. By I960, the number dropped to twenty
 eight, or 18 percent of the total.7 The decline has continued, with at
 best only one or two Westerns released each year since the late 1970s.

 Post-WWII cinematic treatment of the Apaches generally
 falls into one of two recognizable patterns. Some postwar films
 echo Stagecoach's view of Indians as a menace to white society. For
 example, suspicion and racial otherness characterize the imagery
 in Rio Grande (1950), Garden of Evil (1954), Fort Massacre (1958),
 and Arrowhead (1953). Conversely, Broken Arrow (1950); Taza, Son
 of Cochise (1954); Apache (1954); and Walk the Proud Land (1956)
 emphasize interracial brotherhood, tolerance, and assimilation.
 While the former reflect, in part, the Cold War fear of "un-American"
 communist activities and the "red scare," coupled with anxiety over
 social injustice and race, the latter mirror appreciation for Native
 American contributions in winning the war and support for the
 federal policy of eradicating tribal systems and assimilating Native
 Americans into mainstream society.8

 Having set the tone for the cinematic treatment of Native
 Americans with Stagecoach, director John Ford made two other mov
 ies featuring Apache protagonists. Fort Apache (1948), the story of
 an Arizona army post facing an impending Apache war, represents
 a noticeable departure from Stagecoach in the way the film attempts
 to acknowledge Apache frustrations and to cast the blame for vio
 lence on an unscrupulous reservation agent and a glory-hungry
 army commander. And, while the army is at the center of Ford's
 narrative and little if anything is said of Apache society or culture,
 Apaches have a voice, albeit brief. During a tense peace conference
 with the post commander, Lt. Col. Owen Thursday (Henry Fonda),
 and Capt. Kirby York (John Wayne), Ford has the Chiricahua leader
 Cochise lament the ultimate futility of war and describe the "slow
 death" by starvation of his people confined on a reservation. In
 this powerful scene, Cochise expresses his desire to avoid further
 bloodshed, if only the government will stop the dishonesty and
 exploitation directed against his people. Remarkably, Cochise
 converses like an intelligent human being, rather than expressing
 himself through grunts and signs, which was the typical form of
 Native American communication in many Hollywood movies. In
 the end, Cochise's words fall on deaf ears. Colonel Thursday has
 his war and martyrdom.
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 Ford's last Apache film, and the finale of his "cavalry trilogy,"
 Rio Grande seems less sensitive in its depiction of Native Americans
 than either of the two previous "cavalry" movies, She Wore a Yellow
 Ribbon (which does not feature Apaches) and Fort Apache. In Rio
 Grande, the army is once again pursuing Apaches, but this time
 few explanations are provided for the escalating violence. The
 soldiers' main concern is to make the Southwest safe for civilized

 society by preventing the Apaches from crossing the Rio Grande,
 the international border between Mexico and the United States.

 This time, the Apaches mainly yell and scream as they break free
 from an army prison camp and attack a wagon train, carrying off
 the children. They are in the middle of a drunken feast, when Lt.
 Col. Kirby Yorke (not "York," but again played byjohn Wayne) and
 an army patrol locate them. In the film's climactic scene, Yorke
 and his soldiers kill a score of Apaches and release the prisoners.
 As an interesting side note, army border crossings had precedents
 in history; in the 1880s Mexico and United States signed a recip
 rocal agreement that allowed troops from both countries to cross
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 the border when in pursuit of Apaches. Although U.S. troops who
 campaigned in Mexico usually had orders to seek and destroy the
 enemy, they in fact frequently opened negotiations to secure the
 Apaches' surrender and return to their reservation. Such an incident
 took place in 1883, when Gen. George Crook pursued Chiricahuas
 into the Sierra Madre.9

 In Rio Grande, Ford forsakes the empathy he displayed in Fort
 Apache and returns to the menacing imagery he earlier employed in
 Stagecoach. More visible on screen than in his early film, the Apaches
 in Rio Grande once again represent the uncontrolled violence that
 threatens the most vulnerable representatives of Anglo civilization:
 women, children, and unarmed or isolated frontiersmen. They
 are villains standing in the way of the valiant frontier army. This is
 most evident in the way the films' happy endings are achieved at
 the expense of Apache lives. Despite the signs of sympathy evident
 in Fort Apache, it is safe to conclude that Ford has little interest in
 Apache character and culture as he focuses on highlighting themes
 of duty, honor, and loyalty that he found in the "Indian-fighting"
 army. Taken together, Ford's movies suggest that there is no place
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 for Apaches in the new social order the army and settlers are creat
 ing on the frontier.

 Taking their cues from Stagecoach, many western movies of the
 1950s and early 1960s depict the Apaches as a silent and invisible
 threat to white travelers. Typically, these Anglo men and women are
 either attempting to escape from the wilderness and reach civiliza
 tion, symbolized by Anglo towns, as in Ride Lonesome (1959), The
 Last Wagon (1958), and Six Black Horses (1962); or are penetrating
 the Apache-controlled wilderness in search of elusive riches, as in
 Garden of Evil and MacKenna's Gold (1969). No matter the specifics
 of their plots, in these "travel" Westerns the land outside isolated
 oases of civilization is always in the hands of the Apaches who fight
 to stop the whites in their tracks. Connected with this theme of
 vulnerable Anglo travelers is a variant of the captivity narrative,
 a popular eighteenth- and nineteenth-century literary genre that
 describes the abduction of white women and the fear of rape at the
 hands of Indian men. Film historian Edward Buscombe calls this

 dread of, and morbid interest in, interracial relations the "most

 striking thing about the Indian Westerns" of the post-WWII era.
 The fact that interracial attraction almost always spells danger or
 foreshadows trouble reflects, in Buscombe's view, a dramatization
 of white sexual anxieties in the increasingly liberal and multiracial
 society of the 1950s and 1960s.10

 Garden of Evil, starring Gary Cooper and Richard Widmark,
 is the story of fortune seekers who stop in a Mexican port on their
 way to the California gold fields. There, they are hired by a woman
 (Susan Hayward) to rescue her husband who lies injured at the cou
 ple's mine in the middle of Apache country. Although intergroup
 dynamics occupy much of the storyline, the audience is constantly
 reminded of the impending Apache danger as Cooper, Widmark,
 and Hayward undertake the harrowing rescue mission through
 spectacular landscapes devoid of civilized settlement. The threat
 Apaches pose to white women is particularly apparent. Cooper and
 Widmark refuse to leave Hayward's character at the mercy of the
 Apaches threatening the mine, and force her to return with them
 to civilization. Once again, the Apaches do not speak, so that the
 audience has few clues to their motives, other than their anger at
 the presence of whites in their mountains. Cooper's character pro
 vides pretty much the only insight into the Apaches' hostility when
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 he claims that they "have a special month," the "moon of the white
 man," named for a time when they "wiped out all the settlements."
 In a way, the Apaches are just one more natural obstacle, alongside
 precipitous mountains, rugged canyons, and terrifying cliffs, that
 the fortune hunters must overcome on their journey into to the
 depths of northern Mexico.

 In Fort Massacre, a group of army survivors seeks water and
 safety after a disastrous fight with Apaches. Here, again, the Indian
 characters are essentially mute and invisible, keen only to shed white
 blood. But where Fort Massacre diff ers from some other Apache films
 of its era is in its investigation of racial hatred. The lead character, a
 seasoned Sergeant Vinson played by the veteran actor Joel McCrea,
 is a deeply troubled man who thinks "the Apaches hate us [whites]
 so much they quit being human." Vinson has been scarred by the
 events of five years past, when Apaches raped and murdered his
 wife. He takes bitter comfort from the courage his wife displayed by
 shooting their two children before her attackers could seize them.
 Now, as the Apaches shadow his suffering column, Vinson gradually
 cracks. Shedding the remnants of his civilized exterior, he becomes
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 convinced that he has to "feed them [the Apaches] bullets," or be
 killed himself. His soldiers grow increasingly distrustful as Vinson
 is consumed by hatred and obsessed with killing Apaches. One of
 his subordinates is forced to kill Vinson as he prepares to shoot an
 unarmed old man in the back.

 If most "travel" Westerns did not dig as deeply into the psyche
 of Indian fighters as Fort Massacre, neither did they view Apaches as
 complex human beings. Ride Lonesome, a Randolph Scott and Budd
 Boetticher collaboration, offers an example the standard formula:
 Indians only speak when they are trying to purchase white women,
 and resort to violence when their offers are rejected. After attack
 ing a stagecoach, a band of Mescalero Apaches arrives at a stage
 station to barter captured horses for the agent's wife. The woman
 recognizes one of the horses as belonging to her husband who has
 been away from the station and now appears have been killed by the
 Apaches. She screams, and the Apaches bolt. Later, the Mescaleros
 attack the party (giving a Stagecoachrstyle chase) on the road as the
 whites try to reach the safety of town. The travelers seek shelter
 in the ruins of an abandoned building and repel a charge, while
 inflicting serious casualties on the Apaches.

 A similar scenario unfolds in the Audie Murphy Western Six
 Black Horses. Two drifters/cowboys/gunfighters, Ben Lane (Murphy)
 and Frank Jesse, are hired by a mysterious woman named Kelly to
 escort her through Apache country to the town where her husband
 resides. While the plot thickens around the relationships between
 the three travelers, the Apaches lurk in the background, popping
 up occasionally to threaten Murphy and his companions. Toward
 the end of the movie, we learn that the Apaches are not killing
 for the sake of killing, as it would first appear. Rather, their fury
 is directed toward some bad white men who have been hunting
 for Apache scalps. As in Ride Lonesome, violence erupts when Ben
 and Frank reject the Apache leader's offer to trade a horse for
 the white woman under their protection. The pair fight off the
 ensuing Apache attack by holing up in the ruins of an abandoned
 Spanish mission.

 Despite the danger, some whites always manage to break
 through the Apache barrier, thus proving their own courage and
 demonstrating the resolve of Anglo civilization. If they are "ten
 derfeet" from the East, the white travelers are usually aided by
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 knowledgeable frontiersmen familiar with the ways of the Indians
 and/or the lay of the land. In The Last Wagon, Comanche Todd,
 a white man played by Richard Widmark who has lived with the
 Comanches for twenty years, is the vital link between Indian and
 white worlds. At the beginning of the film, Todd is chased and cap
 tured by an Arizona sheriff and his brothers, whom we later learn
 have slaughtered Todd's family. On his way to stand trial, Todd and
 the sheriff join a wagon train of religious pilgrims on their way to
 Tucson. Todd kills the sheriff with an axe and survives an Apache
 attack on the train. He then leads a disharmonious group of survi
 vors toward safety. Some initially view him with arrogant racism and
 deep mistrust, while others sympathize, trust, and, ultimately, even
 fall in love with him, as they make their way through the "canyon
 of death" to civilization. The film raises important questions about
 racial difference and prejudice, but shows little interest in actual
 Apache beliefs or customs. We do learn, however, that the wagon
 train was "first blood" for Apache groups congregating to exact
 revenge for their relatives massacred outside Camp Grant. The
 film refers to the infamous 1871 massacre of unsuspecting Apaches
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 under army protection by a group of Tohono O'odham, Mexicans,
 and whites from Tucson. But it digs no deeper into the historical
 record. The Apaches remain in the shadows, predatory stand-ins
 for the "red scare" menace of the Cold War.

 Even Sam Peckinpah uses this familiar formula in his first
 Western, The Deadly Companions (1961). The Apaches once again
 occupy the periphery of the cinematic action. Peckinpah's treatment
 only breaks questionable new ground by picturing the Apaches as
 silly drunks, who yell and howl as they drive a stolen carriage into
 a pond.

 While most postwar Westerns dismiss assimilation and doubt
 the possibility of interracial coexistence, Arrowhead takes the bleak
 cynicism and paranoia of the "red scare" era to its ultimate conclu
 sion. The film's main protagonists, army scout Bannon (Charlton
 Heston) and educated Apache Toriano (Jack Palance), share a
 venomous racial animosity toward one another. A studio ad for
 the film warns that, while Toriano may be dressed in jacket and
 tie, "under these gentlemanly garments beat a savage heart."11 In
 fact, he turns out to be brimming with treachery and wickedness;
 he murders his white blood-brother, who is the father of his god
 son, and launches a race war against the whites. Toriano's violent
 behavior rehabilitates Bannon in the eyes of his white fellow citizens
 who, in their naïve belief in the goodness of all men, had earlier
 shunned his racist views of Apaches. In the end, Bannon brutally
 kills Toriano and drives his followers back to their homes. Arrowhead

 equates Indians with wild beasts and suggests that civilizing them is
 pointless. Peaceful coexistence is possible only when the two races
 are segregated.

 Arrowhead stands in stark contrast to Broken Arrow, which

 scholars widely regard as a breakthrough film in its representa
 tion of Native American culture and its message of tolerance and
 assimilation. A story of Tom Jeffords's (James Stewart) friendship
 with Cochise and the quest for peace on the Arizona frontier, the
 film is loosely based on the real-life acquaintance between the
 famous borderlander and the Chiricahua leader, and on events

 surrounding Cochise's war and the reservation treaty with Gen.
 Oliver O. Howard. While Apaches are Broken Arrow's main focus,
 the film represents the Chiricahuas through the eyes of its white
 hero. Through Jeffords's emerging love for an Apache woman—
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 a common trend in "sympathetic" Indian Westerns—viewers are
 presented with an idyllic vision of a ritual dance and a girl's puberty
 ceremony performed in a clean and orderly Apache village.12 The
 ravages of war and poverty are mostly whitewashed. As he forms a
 strong emotional bond with Cochise and his Chiricahuas, Jeffords
 begins to realize that the Apaches are only defending their land.
 Sick of war and the racism of his white countrymen, he advocates
 peace, decides to take an Apache bride, and prepares to become
 an Apache himself. Tragedy strikes when rapacious whites and
 devious Apaches, epitomized by Geronimo, start a war that leads
 to the death of Jeffords's Indian spouse. Despite its sad climax, the
 movie is full of assimilationist optimism. Reconciliation occurs and
 Cochise's Chiricahuas appear keen to adopt the white man's road
 as the only way for them to survive in a rapidly changing world.13

 Taza, Son of Cochise, similarly espouses interracial coexistence,
 with an assimilationist bent. After the death of Cochise, his sons
 Taza (played by Rock Hudson) and Naiche, choose different
 paths. While Taza leans toward peace and assimilation, Naiche,
 influenced by the wicked renegade, Geronimo, opts for armed
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 resistance. In the end, Taza prevails as he defeats Geronimo and
 his own brother who, for a while, have the army pinned down and
 seemingly overwhelmed in a canyon ambush. In the final scene,
 Taza, full of hope and wearing a blue army uniform as an indica
 tion of his assimilationist intentions, settles down to raise his family.

 Perhaps the most dramatically convincing of all the pro
 assimilationist Apache movies of the 1950s is Robert Aldrich's
 Apache, the fictionalized story of Massai, with Burt Lancaster in
 the lead role. In reality, Massai was a Chiricahua Apache who
 escaped from a Florida-bound prisoner train in 1886 and lived for
 years outside the reach of white authorities in the Sierra Madre.
 Aldrich's film starts with Massai's surrender, narrates his escape
 back to the Southwest, and describes his subsequent efforts to live
 as a free man. Throughout the movie, Massai is driven by anger
 toward whites, and toward his reservation kin in the character
 of the boozing Apache chief Santos, who informs the military of
 Massai's return. Arrested, Massai once again escapes from white
 authorities and becomes an army of one, wreaking havoc across
 the territory.
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 Much like other post-WWII assimilationist films, Apache adopts
 a sympathetic stance toward Native Americans and tries to make
 Indians fully human by giving them a voice. Although played by
 white actors, several Apache characters engage in extensive dialogue
 that portrays them as complex, fully developed human beings. Much
 like Broken Arrow and Taza, Son of Cochise, Apache exposes the divi
 sions within Apache society, where in real life many tribe members
 chose accommodation (by, for example, enlisting in the army) over
 armed resistance. It displays little inclination, however, to explain
 the underlying motives of either reservation Apaches or Apaches
 working for the military. Basically, three kinds of Indians inhabit the
 cinematic world of Apache, those who used to be brave, exemplified by
 Geronimo, but have surrendered and now are imprisoned in Florida;
 the weak cowards who lack pride and either succumb to drink on
 the reservation or enlist in the service of the U.S. Army; and Massai,
 a leader and warrior who is represented as the last true Apache.

 Unlike Broken Arrow and Taza, Son of Cochise, where there are
 clearly "bad" Apaches, Aldrich avoids any simple dichotomy of
 good vs. bad. This is most evident in Massai himself, who emerges
 as a multidimensional character. For much of the time he is sul

 len, angry, and a fierce fighter. But as he falls in love with Santos's
 daughter, whom he kidnaps from the reservation, a playful, joking,
 and tender Massai comes to light. This is the man who eventually
 chooses his family and newborn child over vengeance and war. In
 this scenario, corn holds the promise for the Apache future.

 After his escape from the prison train, Massai encounters a
 Cherokee farmer. A "civilized Indian" who lives "side by side with
 the white man," the Cherokee presents Massai with seeds and
 advice for peaceful co-existence. The film climaxes in a fight as the
 army locates Massai's hideout. But instead of the expected tragic
 outcome, with Massai dying in a hail of bullets, the war is called off
 and Massai rushes to take care of his family. For much of the film,
 it is clear that life as a free Apache is no longer an option; the only
 choices are imprisonment, reservation life, or a warrior's death. In
 the end Massai, with the army's approval, devises a new path for his
 people: corn planting and the nuclear family. He freely chooses to
 become a "civilized" Indian.

 In many ways, the films of John Wayne and Audie Murphy
 illustrate the range of Apache images in "traditional" Westerns.
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 Wayne's depictions stretch from the viciousness of Rio Grande- and
 Stagecoach to the more nuanced views of Hondo (1953). The last of
 Wayne's "Apache movies," Hondo revolves around the southwestern
 homestead of Mrs. Angie Lowe and her six-year-old boy, Johnny,
 who catch the attention of army scout Hondo Lane (Wayne) and
 the Apache chief "Vittorio." The movie expands from the common
 theme of Apaches on the warpath against white settlers and the army
 by making Vittorio a multifaceted character, saddened by the loss
 of his family and driven to war by whites who have broken a treaty.
 The Apache leader adopts young Johnny and hopes to raise him
 as an Apache boy, brave and skilled in war. In a fresh departure
 from the standard Western pattern, during his visits to the Lowe
 farm, Vittorio is more concerned with the boy's upbringing than
 in courting Mrs. Lowe. Nevertheless, insisting that the boy needs
 a father, Vittorio has his men display their skills so that she can
 choose a husband for herself from among the suitors. When she
 declines the offer and opts for Hondo, Vittorio neither attacks the
 Lowe place nor attempts to kill the Wayne character. Eventually,
 he is driven to war with the cavalry, making it clear that there is
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 no future for the Apaches. The movie ends with a statement that
 army reinforcements are on their way to crush the Apaches, thus
 ending their way of life.

 For Audie Murphy the spectrum runs from Six Black Horses,
 where Apaches stand for the invisible peril and violence of frontier
 life, via Apache Rifles (1964) and 40 Guns to Apache Pass (1967),
 where soldiers' hatred toward the Apaches is softened by per
 sonal acquaintance and experience and where war is mainly the
 fault of greedy whites, to the proclamation of Apache humanity
 in Walk the Proud Land. Based on John Clum's memoir Apache
 Agent, Walk the Proud Land tells the story Clum's tenure at the San
 Carlos reservation in the 1870s. Although Clum (Murphy) is at
 the center of the narrative, the film adopts a compassionate view
 of Apaches and embraces their autonomy over submission to the
 army. It illustrates the difficulty of reservation life and management.
 Promised rations fail to show up and small transgressions have the
 potential to cause all-out wars. In contrast with John Ford's films,
 the army represents a barrier to peace and the normal pursuit of
 Apache life. Here Clum's humanism is contrasted with the army's
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 belief in force. While the tone is often patriarchal—Clum telling
 Apaches how to live; "good" Apaches obeying while "bad" Apaches
 continue to resist—the film tries to portray Indians as capable and
 intelligent people. Still, like any pro-assimilationist screen repre
 sentation, Walk the Proud Land posits that Apaches are unable to
 survive as "Apaches"; they must change in order to integrate into
 mainstream America.

 Because Apaches are typically represented as dangerous threats
 and because their screen images are usually closely connected to
 questions of war and conquest, it is no surprise that their military
 skills are quintessential topics in western films. Most movies, for
 example, adopt the claim that Apaches possess a special knack
 for brutal torture. To make them appear even more dangerous,
 some celluloid treatments vasdy exaggerate Apache numbers. In
 Fort Apache, native fighters outnumber army troops four to one,
 as White Mountain, Chiricahua, and Mescalero warriors combine

 forces (their camp contains 300 dwellings) in the final showdown.
 Similar coalitions converge in The Last Wagon and Hondo. In reality,
 Apaches usually fought in small groups and there is no historical
 precedent of any pan-Apache alliances in the Southwest.

 Films as diverse as Apache Rifles, Broken Arrow, Fort Apache,
 Hondo, and Garden of Evil have stressed the formidability of indi
 vidual Apache combatants. Comparisons between Apaches and
 other tribes are commonplace. In Fort Apache, "the bones of their
 dead" mark the retreat of a Sioux invasion party from Apache lands,
 while a character in Apache Rifles announces that the "Apache is
 ten times the warrior the Kiowa is." Most films praise the Apaches'
 extraordinary physical fitness (particularly endurance), their skill at
 concealment, and their prowess with a wide assortment of weapons,
 thereby creating an image of superb guerrilla fighters. Much the
 same pattern emerges from the writings of soldiers and officers who
 campaigned in the Southwest. Much like their real-life counterparts,
 soldiers on the silver screen try to match their Apache opponents in
 guerrilla warfare. For example, the commanding officer in Apache
 Rifles tells his grumbling soldiers that, if they want to succeed, "they
 have to cover as many miles a day as they [Apaches] do, sleep as
 little as they sleep, [and] live off the land." Unlike in the actual
 nineteenth-century army, celluloid soldiers frequently catch the
 Apaches they are chasing.14
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 In light of this general high regard for the Apaches' military
 ability, it seems contradictory that Apache fighters on the big screen
 routinely make incomprehensible military decisions that cost them
 dearly. In several films—including, but not limited to, Stagecoach, Fort
 Apache, and Hondo— their strategy of charging in full view across
 an open field, shouting and screaming to announce their advance,
 typically results in sizable Apache casualties while inflicting minimal
 damage on the enemy. As does their seeming preference for riding
 in circles around entrenched or barricaded white positions, throw
 ing lances or shooting a few arrows, while making themselves easy
 targets for Anglo rifle fire. In Massacre Canyon, a 1954 B-western, the
 final battle depicts Apache warriors dropping like flies as wave after
 wave of mounted Indians charge toward—and inexplicably halt in
 front of —concealed white defenders armed with repeating rifles.
 When Apaches attack the three white travelers holed up behind
 mission walls in Six Black Horses, they make themselves easy marks
 by riding back and forth in front of the mission, stopping at times
 in open view. In Arrowhead, the Apaches allow soldiers ample time
 to take cover behind rocks and trees before charging them head
 on. Once again, most of the attackers halt in front of the soldiers'
 position and offer themselves up as excellent targets for the troops.
 No wonder they are cut down in a hail of bullets.

 In fairness, several films resist falling victim to these foolish
 displays of battlefield behavior. In Apache, Massai inventively blows up
 army trains from the shelter of surrounding bluffs and intelligently
 hides under a wagon in order to shoot a crooked Indian agent from
 the cover of darkness. In the climactic scenes from Apache Rifles, Fort
 Apache, and Taza, Son of Cochise, the Apaches skillfully outwit their
 enemies by luring overeager and careless soldiers into canyons,
 where they rain down bullets from almost impenetrable hideouts
 along the rocky slopes.

 The liberal politics of the 1960s altered the cinematic treat
 ment of Native Americans. Heightened awareness of cultural diver
 sity, compassion for native peoples, and overall good intentions
 influenced films such as Little Big Man (1970). Conversely, a new
 emphasis on realism and the emergence of the antihero devolved
 into the cynicism and ruthless violence of The Wild Bunch (1969)
 and Sergio Leone's dollar trilogy. These gritty Westerns featured few,
 if any, heroes; and some consisted entirely of villains.15 The era's
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 prominent Apache films—Sam Peckinpah's Major Dundee (1965),
 Martin Ritt's Hombre (1967), Robert Aldrich's Ulzana'sRaid (1972),
 and Michael Winner's Chato's Land (1972)—offer a grim, even
 bleak, outlook on humanity, and the American West in general,
 as flawed, scarred, and often desperate people engage in a vicious
 struggle for survival.

 Major Dundee starts from a familiar premise: Apaches are on
 the warpath, wreaking havoc among defenseless settlers, and the
 army must go after them. Unlike John Ford's cavalry, Peckinpah's
 frontier army is neither glorious nor motivated by a sense of duty
 in the service of the nation. Rather, it is a disharmonious lot of

 self-interested, psychologically unstable individuals who have little,
 if anything, in common (underscored by the fact that many are
 Confederate prisoners forced to fight alongside black troopers
 and civilian mercenaries in the 'Yankee" army). They plot, quarrel,
 drink, and get tangled up with French forces operating in Mexico to
 such an extent that the audience almost forgets that they are pursu
 ing Apaches. In this respect, at least, Major Dundee harkens back to
 earlier films in which the Apaches remain hidden for the bulk of
 the picture, making a few bloody appearances, before emerging
 for the final showdown in which they are inevitably defeated. The
 motion picture in which Apaches defeat the army in the decisive
 battle is yet to be made.

 If Major Dundee is the troubled cousin of Fort Apache and Rio
 Grande, then Hombre is the twisted sister of Stagecoach. Made against
 the backdrop of the nuclear arms race, Vietnam, decolonization,
 the struggle for civil rights, inner-city turmoil, and youth alienation,
 Hombre found it harder to convince audiences that the United States

 represented a force for good, or that there was anything to cheer
 about in the so-called triumph of civilization. As in Stagecoach, a
 group of passengers moves across Apache country. This time the
 stagecoach never reaches its destination, just as its passengers fail to
 bond with one another or show much moral backbone in a time of

 crisis. One of the travelers is an Apache agent attempting to escape
 with money he has swindled from the Indians. In an ironic twist,
 white desperados threaten the journey as they attempt to rob the
 stage with an Apache on board in the character of John Russell
 (Paul Newman), a white captive who has lived with the Apaches
 for much of his life. Forced by white bigotry to ride shotgun atop
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 the coach, Russell at first acts as cinematic Apaches are expected
 to act—surly and suspicious. Although obviously scarred by the
 violence and racism he has encountered on the frontier, he is

 ultimately self-reliant, skillful with arms, and brave when necessity
 demands it. In the end, violence engulfs Russell and most of his
 traveling companions.

 Although Hombre centers on a group of whites, and Apache
 motives and customs are virtually ignored, the audience nonetheless
 gains a clear sense of Apache life devastated by Anglo intrusion.
 When the corrupt agent's scheme is revealed, Russell confiscates
 the money with the intention of returning it to the Apaches. In the
 end, the Apaches do not necessarily vanish—even as Russell dies
 saving others—but they clearly face a daunting future. Rather than
 celebrating white civilization, Hombre, especially at the end, serves
 as an ugly reminder of the price of conquest.

 Conquest is similarly stripped of its splendor in Ulzana i Raid.
 Teaming up almost twenty years after Apache, director Robert
 Aldrich and star Burt Lancaster provide a sinister view of bor
 derlands warfare devoid of the assimilationist optimism of their
 previous film. The story is simple: it narrates the brutal outbreak
 of Ulzana and his Chiricahua followers, who terrorize hapless
 white settlers, and chronicles the exertions of an army troop sent
 to catch the Apache raiders. What makes the movie stand out is its
 explicit violence. Ulzana's men are depicted as fiendish creatures
 who derive perverse pleasure from shocking forms of ferocity.
 "Cruel," one of the Apaches scouts in the movie explains, "is how
 the Apaches are" and have "always" been. Ulzana's only intention,
 in the words of army scout Mcintosh (Lancaster), is to "burn, maim,
 torture, rape and murder." The acquisition of power fuels the
 Apache mayhem. Ulzana, who was forced to farm while confined
 on the reservation, recoups his strength by absorbing the power
 of the people he kills. (In reality, Apaches gained power through
 personal spiritual enlightenment, which often included fasting,
 meditation, and visions).

 In this regard, the portrait of Apaches drawn in Ulzana's Raid
 resembles some extreme version of Stagecoach or Rio Grande, in which
 the madness of frontier slaughter is thrown in the moviegoer's face.
 If some of the soldiers depicted in the film are equally cruel, it is
 because, the movie suggests, the violent frontier has transformed
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 them into barbarians. As a naïve young officer observes while his
 men hack away at Apache corpses; soldiers simply "behave like
 Apaches do." More explicitly perhaps than any other film, Ulzana's
 Raid portrays the Apaches as monsters whose warrior ethos compels
 them to wreak brutal carnage in their quest for power.

 In Chato's Land, Charles Bronson plays a renegade mixed-blood
 Apache pursued by an angry posse after he was forced to shoot a
 racist white lawman in self-defense. In the opening scene, Chato
 enters a bar in a typical frontier town and orders a drink. In doing
 so, he attracts the attention of the local sheriff, who is affronted
 by the Apache's presence in "a white man's saloon drinking white
 man's whiskey." The lawman hurls insults and eventually pulls a
 gun, forcing Chato to react in self-defense. Against the backdrop
 of a dog-eat-dog borderland, where sympathy and tenderness are
 tinged by hatred and viciousness, the movie sets a ragtag posse of
 merchants and farmers in motion to hunt down Chato like a wild

 beast. Although audiences rarely associate Bronson with deep
 character portrayals or empathetic performances, in Chato's Land
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 he conveys, in few words, a sensitive interpretation of a victim of
 prejudice who is driven, against his will, to violent action. Chato is
 a skilled outdoorsman, a loving father, and a tender husband—that
 is, until white men rape his wife. While one of the trademarks of
 western movies is their tendency to portray the Apaches as supe
 rior guerrilla fighters who clearly outmatch their white opponents,
 nowhere is this reverence for Apache martial talents taken as far
 as in Chato's Land. At first, Chato toys with his pursuers, evidently
 reluctant to kill them. For instance, he punctures their water cans
 while they are asleep and drives off their horses. But when the posse
 violates Chato's family, he unleashes his fury and picks them off,
 one by one. In the end, it seems as if the posse never had a chance
 against a lone Apache.

 After the mid-1970s, Apaches disappeared from the silver
 screen for two decades until the modest revival of the Western genre
 in the early 1990s that saw the release of the Oscar-grabbing Dances
 with Wolves (1990) and Unforgiven (1992). The Apaches returned
 to the screen in Geronimo: An American Legend. This post-Cold War
 film tries to be sensitive to the Chiricahuas' plight by viewing them
 as victims of American intrusion. The title character, played by the
 Cherokee actor Wes Studi, emerges as the generic freedom fighter
 familiar to modern audiences. And yet, Geronimo, and the Apaches
 in general, receive surprisingly little exposure as the movie focuses
 on its several white stars to explain the U.S.-Apache conflict.
 Narrating events through the eyes of army lieutenants Charles
 Gatewood (Jason Patrie) and Britton Davis (Matt Damon), who
 functions as the voiceover narrator, Geronimo is mainly content to
 admire the Apaches from a distance. For example, rather than
 portray the Apaches as products of a strong military tradition in
 which children were trained from early childhood to fight and
 hunt, the movie draws a cartoon-like picture of the Chiricahuas as
 mystical fighters with almost inhuman instincts and superhuman
 endurance. The instance in which Geronimo and Gatewood bond

 as they scatter their pursuers is one of only a handful of scenes
 where Geronimo is fleshed out as a three-dimensional character.

 Whereas Geronimo stands aloof and cool, other Chiricahuas

 portrayed in the movie are scarcely more than extras who say
 little and whose actions and motivations, by and large, remain a
 mystery to the audience. In this respect, Geronimo: An American
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 Legend is less satisfying than Apache and Broken Arrow, or even the
 near-mute Chato's Land.

 Arguably the most famous Native American who ever lived,
 Geronimo is the only Apache who has been the subject of multiple
 biopics. A 1939 feature film, entitled simply Geronimo, paints the
 famed Chiricahua warrior as a "great enemy," and as a feared and
 unconquered ravager of the West. Paramount Studios publicity
 describes him as "the red terror of the American screen." Historical

 accuracy mostly flies out the window. For example, Geronimo is
 shown coming close to killing the general who is hunting him, and
 the movie has Geronimo captured by the army rather than surren

 tfi
 dering, as he did in real life. A 1962 film, also titled Geronimo, tried
 to ride the wave of pro-assimilationist sentiment. Notwithstanding its
 patriarchal tone, in one aspect this movie represented a significant
 cinematic departure. As the plot progresses, Geronimo, who leads
 an outbreak from the much-hated reservation, gradually acknowl
 edges the desirability of peace and settles into domestic duties as
 the proud father of a new-born baby.

 Following 1993's Geronimo: An American Legend, Apaches once
 more went absent from the silver screen. To date, they have only
 occasionally reappeared, notably in The Missing (2003) and in the
 2011 science-fiction Western, Cowboys & Aliens. While the principal
 Apache character in The Missing is an all-too-familiar image—a
 wicked shaman bent on raiding and pillaging, and capturing white
 children—Cowboys & Aliens builds on the theme of cooperation as
 settlers and Apaches join forces against a common alien enemy.
 Neither film breaks much new ground, seeming content to recycle
 many of the themes that first appeared in Stagecoach. For instance,
 both pictures view the Apaches through the lens of war and raid
 ing. In The Missing, the Apaches are a threat and an obstacle that
 the white heroes must overcome. In this regard, The Missing not
 only resonates with representations of Apaches in numerous West
 erns from Stagecoach to Garden of Evil to Major Dundee and Ulzana's
 Raid, but echoes a more widespread cinematic tradition in which
 Indians, according to one historian, "are an essential element in
 dramatic struggle, though in and of themselves they often have
 little importance. Their role is to be the obstacle over which the
 whites must ride."1^ The cinematic tradition of bloodthirsty silver
 screen savages gets a novel spin in Cowboys & Aliens, which promotes
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 interracial (although not so much intergalactic) harmony through
 military cooperation. When all is said and done, both films keep
 alive another salient "rule" of Hollywood Westerns: Indians are
 always secondary to white characters. Given their limited screen
 time, the menacing Apaches in The Missing loom over the entire
 narrative in much the same way as they do in Stagecoach. For its
 part, the coalition-themed Cowboys &? Aliens reduces the Apaches
 to colorful and exotic, but awfully bland and trivial, sidekicks to
 the film's white heroes.

 While they are not responsible for instigating it, The Missing
 and Cowboys & Aliens continue one larger tradition in western films.
 It seems to matter little whether the story actually centers on an
 Apache character (Geronimo, Apache, Taza, Son of Cochise)-, actively
 probes Anglo-Apache relations (Broken Arrow, Hondo)-, represents the
 Apaches as senseless savages (Rio Grande), skilled guerrilla fighters
 ( Chato 's Land, Ulzana's Raid), victims of Anglo invasion (Fort Apache,
 Geronimo: An American Legend), or as faceless, typically invisible, men
 aces (Garden of Evil, Stagecoach), motion-picture Apaches belong to
 America's wild and uncivilized past. In most cases, they are either
 bound to vanish before the tide of civilization or they are destined
 to cast off their Apacheness and blend into white society. If one takes
 his or her history lessons from the movies, as many people regret
 tably do, then the Apaches have ceased to exist in the American
 present. Once-invisible threats to nineteenth-century settlement,
 Apaches have almost completely disappeared from sight in movies
 depicting post-frontier realities.

 NOTES

 1. In addition to stressing masculinity and individualism, the Western has primarily inves
 tigated questions of wealth, power, and social justice. For the importance of the Western
 film in American culture, see John E. O'Connor and Peter C. Rollins, "Introduction:
 The West, Westerns, and American Character," in Rollins and O'Connor, eds., Hollywood's
 West: The American Frontier in Film, Television, and History (Lexington: University Press of
 Kentucky, 2005), pp. 1-34; Michael Coyne, The Crowded Prairie: American National Identity
 and the Hollywood Western (London: Tauris, 1997); Richard Slotkin, Gun fighter Nation: The
 Myth of the Frontier in Twentieth-Century America (New York: Atheneum, 1992), especially
 pp. 61-62, 278-312; Patrick McGee, From Shane to Kill Bill: Rethinking the Western (Oxford:
 Blackwell, 2007).

 2. Angela Aleiss, Making the White Man's Indian: Native Americans and Hollywood Movies
 (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2005), p. xvii. For Native Americans and movies, see also
 Edward Buscombe, 'Injuns!': Native Americans in the Movies (London: Reaktion Books,
 2006); Jacquelyn Kilpatrick, Celluloid Indians: Native Americans and Film (Lincoln:
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 University of Nebraska Press, 1999); Gretchen M. Bataille and Charles L. P. Silet, eds.,
 The Pretend Indians: Images of Native Americans in the Movies (Ames: Iowa State University
 Press, 1980); Peter C. Rollins and John E, O'Connor, eds., Hollywood's Indian: The Portrayal
 of the Native American in Film (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1998); Armando
 José Prats, Invisible Natives: Myth and Identity in the American 'Western (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
 University Press, 2002).

 3. On the Western genre as commentary on social and political issues, see O'Connor and
 Rollins, "Introduction"; John G. Cawelti, The Six-Gun Mystique (Bowling Green, Ohio:
 Bowling Green University Popular Press, 1971); John G. Cawelti, The Six-Gun Mystique
 Sequel (Bowling Green, Ohio: Bowling Green University Popular Press, 1999); John H.
 Lenihan, Showdown: Confronting Modem America in the Western Film (Urbana: University of
 Illinois Press, 1980); Slotkin, GunfighterNation.

 4. The literature on Apache history is too vast to be summarized here. Standard works
 include William B. Griffen, Apaches at War and Peace: The fanos Presidio, 1750-1858 (Albu
 querque: University of New Mexico Press, 1988) ; Donald E. Worcester, The Apaches: Eagles
 of the Southwest (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1979); James L. Haley, Apaches: A
 History and Culture Portrait (New York: Doubleday, 1981); Edwin R. Sweeney, Cochise: Chir
 icahua Apache Chief (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1991).

 5. For recent studies of nineteenth-century U. S.-Apache relations, see Edwin R. Sweeney,
 From Cochise to Geronimo: The Chiricahua Apaches, 1874-1886 (Norman: University of Okla
 homa Press, 2010); Karljacoby, Shadows at Dawn: A Borderlands Massacre and the Violence of
 History (New York: Penguin, 2008); Janne Lahti, Cultural Construction of Empire: The U.S.
 Army in Arizona and New Mexico (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2012).

 6. For analyses of Stagecoach, see Barry Keith Grant, ed., John Ford's Stagecoach (Cambridge,
 England: Cambridge University Press, 2003); Edward Buscombe, Stagecoach (London: BFI,
 1992); Buscombe, 'Injuns!', pp. 95-96; Joseph McBride, Searching for John Ford: A Life (New
 York: St Martin's Press, 2001).

 7. Edward Buscombe, ed., The BFI Companion to the Western (New York: Da Capo Press,
 1988), p. 427.
 8. For the policy of termination and its aftermath, see Donald L. Fixico, Termination and
 Relocation: Federal Indian Policy, 1945-1960 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
 1990); Roberta Ulrich, American Indian Nations from Termination to Restoration, 1953-2006
 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2010).

 9. See, for example, Sweeney, From Cochise to Geronimo, pp. 113-14; BruceJ. Dinges, "The
 Victorio Campaign of 1880: Cooperation and Conflict on the United States-Mexico Bor
 der," New Mexico Historical Review, vol. 62 (January 1987), pp. 81-94.

 10. Buscombe, 'Injuns!', p. 125. See also, ibid., pp.126-30.
 11. Aleiss, Making the White Man's Indian, p. 104.

 12. On the white hero's knowledge of Indian ways and his Indianness, see Prats, Invisible
 Natives, pp. 13, 173-223.

 13. On Broken Arrow, see also Buscombe, 'Injuns!', pp. 101-11; Frank Manchel, "Cultural
 Confusion: Broken Arrow," in Rollins and O'Connor, eds., Hollywood's Indian, pp. 91-106;
 Aleiss, Making the White Man's Indian, pp. 90-94; Joanna Hearne, '"The Ache for Home':
 Assimilation and Separatism in Anthony Mann's Devil's Doorway," in Rollins and O'Connor,
 eds., Hollywood's West, pp. 131-36; Armando José Prats, "His Master's Voice(over): Revision
 ist Ethos and Narrative Dependence from Broken Arrow (1950) to Geronimo: An American
 Legend," ANQ vol. 9 (Summer 1996), pp. 15-29.
 14. For analysis of the texts written by army officers, wives, and soldiers who lived in the
 Southwest during the U.S.-Apache wars, see Lahti, Cultural Construction, especially chapters
 3 and 4.

 15. On the development of the revisionist Western, see, for example, Jon Tuska, The
 Filming of the West (Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1976); Jim Kitses and Gregg Rickman,
 eds., The Western Reader (New York: Limelight Editions, 1999); Paul Seydor, Peckinpah: The
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 Western Films—A Reconsideration, 2nd ed. (Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 1999).

 16. Aleiss, Making the White Man's Indian, pp. 62-63.

 17. Buscombe, 'Injuns', p. 81.

 PHOTO CREDIT: AU images courtesy Johnny D. Boggs, Santa Fe.
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 Selected Apache Filmography

 Geronimo

 (1939)

 Stagecoach
 (1939)

 Apache Trail
 (1942)

 Valley of the Sun
 (1942)

 Coroner Creek

 (1948)

 Fort Apache
 (1948)

 Fury at Furnace Creek
 (1948)

 Ambush

 (1950)

 Broken Arrow

 (1950)

 I Killed Geronimo

 (1950)

 Rio Grande

 (1950)

 Dir. Paul Sloane

 Star. Preston Foster, Ella Drew,

 Andy Devine

 Dir. John Ford
 Star. Claire Trevor, John Wayne,
 Andy Devine

 Dir. Richard Thorpe
 Star. Lloyd Nolan, Donna Reed,
 William Lundigan

 Dir. George Marshall
 Star. Lucille Ball, James Craig,
 Cedric Hardwicke

 Dir. Ray Enright
 Star. Randolph Scott, Marguerite
 Chapman, George Macready

 Dir. John Ford
 Star. John Wayne, Henry Fonda,
 Shirley Temple
 Dir. H. Bruce Humberstone

 Star. Victor Mature, Coleen Gray,
 Glenn Langan
 Dir. Sam Wood

 Star. Robert Taylor, John Hodiak,
 Arlene Dahl

 Dir. Delmer Daves

 Star. James Stewart, Jeff Chandler,
 Debra Paget

 Dir. John Hoffman
 Star. James Ellison, Virginia Herrick,
 Chief Thundercloud

 Dir. John Ford
 Star. John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara,
 BenJohnson
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 Apache Drums
 (1951)

 Only the Valiant
 (1951)

 Apache War Smoke
 (1952)

 The Battle at

 Apache Pass (1952)

 Indian Uprising
 (1952)

 Arrowhead

 (1953)

 Conquest of Cochise
 (1953)

 Escape from Fort Bravo
 (1953)

 Hondo

 (1953)

 The Stand at

 Apache River (1953)

 Apache
 (1954)

 Garden of Evil
 (1954)

 Dir. Hugo Fregonese
 Star. Stephen McNally, Coleen Gray,
 Willard Parker

 Dir. Gordon Douglas
 Star. Gregory Peck, Barbara Payton,
 Ward Bond

 Dir. Harold F. Kress

 Star. Gilbert Roland, Glenda Farrell,
 Robert Horton

 Dir. George Sherman
 Star. John Lund, Jeff Chandler,
 Beverly Tyler

 Dir. Ray Nazarro
 Star. George Montgomery, Audrey
 Long, Carl Benton Reid
 Dir. Charles Warren

 Star. Charlton Heston, Jack Palance,
 Katyjurado
 Dir. William Castle

 Star. John Hodiak, Robert Stack, Joy
 Page
 Dir. John Sturges
 Star. William Holden, Eleanor Parker,

 John Forsythe

 Dir. John Farrow
 Star. John Wayne, Géraldine Page,
 Michael Pate

 Dir. Lee Sholem

 Star. Stephen McNally, Julie Adams,
 Hugh Marlowe
 Dir. Robert Aldrich

 Star. Burt Lancaster, Jean Peters,
 John Mclntire

 Dir. Henry Hathaway
 Star. Gary Cooper, Richard Widmark,
 Susan Hayward
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 Massacre Canyon
 (1954)

 Southwest Passage
 (1954)

 Taza, Son of Cochise
 (1954)

 Apache Ambush
 (1955)

 Apache Woman
 (1955)

 The Man from
 Laramie (1955)

 Shotgun
 (1955)

 Backlash

 (1956)

 Walk the Proud Land

 (1956)

 Apache Warrior
 (1957)

 Trooper Hook (1957)

 War Drums

 (1957)

 Dir. Fred F. Sears

 Star. Philip Carey, Audrey Totter,
 Douglas Kennedy
 Dir. Ray Nazarro
 Star. Rod Cameron, Joanne Dru,
 John Ireland

 Dir. Douglas Sirk
 Star. Rock Hudson, Barbara Rush,

 Gregg Palmer
 Dir. Fred F. Sears

 Star. Bill Williams, Richard Jaeckel,
 Alex Montoya

 Dir. Roger Corman
 Star. Lloyd Bridges, Joan Taylor,
 Lance Fuller

 Dir. Anthony Mann
 Star. James Stewart, Arthur Kennedy,
 Donald Crisp

 Dir. Lesley Seiander
 Star. Sterling Hayden, Yvonne De Carlo,
 Zachary Scott

 Dir. John Sturges
 Star. Richard Widmark, Donna Reed,

 William Campbell

 Dir. Jesse Hibbs
 Star. Audie Murphy, Anne Bancroft,
 Pat Crowley
 Dir. Elmo Williams

 Star. Keith Larsen, Jim Davis, Rodolfo
 Acosta

 Dir. Charles Warren

 Star. Joel McCrea, Barbara Stanwyck,
 Earl Holliman

 Dir. Reginald Le Borg
 Star. Lex Barker, Joan Taylor,
 BenJohnson
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 Apache Territory
 (1958)

 Fort Bowie

 (1958)

 Fort Massacre

 (1958)

 The Last Wagon
 (1958)

 Ride Lonesome

 (1959)

 The Wonderful
 Country (1959)

 The Deadly
 Companions (1961)

 A Thunder of Drums
 (1961)

 Geronimo

 (1962)

 Six Black Horses

 (1962)

 Apache Rifles
 (1964)

 A Distant Trumpet
 (1964)

 Dir. Ray Nazarro
 Star. Rory Calhoun, Barbara Bates,
 John Dehner
 Dir. Howard W. Koch

 Star. Ben Johnson, Jan Harrison,
 Kent Taylor

 Dir. Joseph M. Newman
 Star. Joel McCrea, Forrest Tucker,
 Susan Cabot

 Dir. Delmer Daves

 Star. Richard Widmark, Felicia Farr,
 Susan Kohner

 Dir. Budd Boetticher

 Star. Randolph Scott, Karen Steele,
 Pernell Roberts

 Dir. Robert Parrish

 Star. Robert Mitchum, Julie London,
 Gary Merrill

 Dir. Sam Peckinpah
 Star. Maureen O'Hara, Brian Keith,
 Steve Cochran

 Dir. Joseph M. Newman
 Star. Richard Boone, George Hamilton,
 Luana Patten

 Dir. Arnold Laven

 Star. Chuck Connors, Kamala Devi,
 Pat Conway

 Dir. Harry Keller
 Star. Audie Murphy, Dan Duryea,
 Joan O'Brien

 Dir. William Witney
 Star. Audie Murphy, Michael Dante,
 Linda Lawson

 Dir. Raoul Walsh

 Star. Troy Donahue, Suzanne Pleshette,
 Diane McBain
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 Silver Screen Savages

 Rio Conchos

 (1964)

 Apache Uprising:
 (1965)

 Major Dundee
 (1965)

 Duel at Diablo

 (1966)

 40 Guns to Apache
 Pass (1967)

 Hombre

 (1967)

 Shalako

 (1968)

 Stalking Moon
 (1968)

 Land Raiders

 (1969)

 Mackenna's Gold

 (1969)

 The Animals

 (1970)

 Cry Blood, Apache
 (1970)

 Dir. Gordon Douglas
 Star. Richard Boone, Stuart Whitman,
 Anthony Franciosa

 Dir. R. G. Springsteen
 Star. Rory Calhoun, Corinne Calvet,
 John Russell

 Dir. Sam Peckinpah
 Star. Charlton Heston, Richard Harris,

 James Coburn

 Dir. Ralph Nelson
 Star. James Garner, Sidney Poitier,
 Bibi Andersson

 Dir. William Witney
 Star. Audie Murphy, Michael Burns,
 Kenneth Tobey
 Dir. Martin Ritt

 Star. Paul Newman, Fredrich March,
 Richard Boone

 Dir. Edward Dmytryk
 Star. Sean Connery, Brigitte Bardot,
 Jack Hawkins

 Dir. Robert Mulligan
 Star. Gregory Peck, Eva Marie Saint,
 Robert Foster

 Dir. Nathan Juran
 Star. Telly Savalas, George Maharis,
 Arlene Dahl

 Dir. J. Lee Thompson
 Star. Gregory Peck, Omar Sharif,
 Telly Savalas

 Dir. Ron Joy
 Star. Michele Carey, Henry Silva,
 Keenan Wynn

 Dir. Jack Starrett
 Star. Jody McCrea, Marie Gahva,
 Dan Kemp
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 El Condor

 (1970)

 Catlow

 (1971)

 Chato 's Land

 (1972)

 Ulzana 's Raid

 (1972)

 Billy Two Hats
 (1974)

 Apache Blood
 (1975)

 Geronimo: An American

 Legend (1993)

 The Missing
 (2003)

 Cowboys & Aliens
 (2011)

 Dir. John Guillermin
 Star. Jim Brown, Lee van Cleef, Patrick
 O'Neal

 Dir. Sam Wanamaker

 Star. Yul Brynner, Richard Crenna,
 Leonard Nimoy
 Dir. Michael Winner

 Star. Charles Bronson, Jack Palance,
 James Whitmore
 Dir. Robert Aldrich

 Star. Burt Lancaster, Bruce Davison,

 Jorge Luke
 Dir. Ted Kotcheff

 Star. Gregory Peck, Desi Arnaz Jr.,
 Jack Warden
 Dir. Vern Piehl

 Star. Ray Danton, Dewitt Lee,
 Troy Nabors
 Dir. Walter Hill

 Star. Jason Patrie, Gene Hackman,
 Wes Studi

 Dir. Ron Howard

 Star. Tommy Lee Jones, Cate Blanchett,
 Evan Rachel Wood

 Dir. Jon Favreau
 Star. Daniel Craig, Harrison Ford,
 Olivia Wilde
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